Projects
Project Summary
B. E. (I. T.) final year project development, gives an opportunity to the students to apply
their theoretical knowledge acquired during last 3+ years and implement their ideas / real time
industrial problems / research based statements. The project activity also helps the students to learn
new technologies on the fly with little or no formal faculty delivered sessions and develops selflearning capabilities.
Generally project activity is started in the month of January, when students are in pre-final
(T. E.). The project coordinator along with other staff members, conducts a session for the third
year students. During the session, the students are informed about final year project, group
formation, project areas, recent trends, problem statement definition process, sample problem
statements, expectations in the project, do and don’t etc.
We encourage students to take-up industry sponsored as well as research based projects.
The industry sponsored projects give opportunities to the students to work under the
guidance of industry experts, use cutting edge technologies, get familiarity with industry culture and
more importantly on-time and expected quality delivery. IT companies like IBM India, GSLab,
Persistent Systems, Symantec, Sungard etc. visit our college to offer sponsorship projects to the
students. Few project sponsoring companies have recruited our students who have done their final
year projects with the respective companies.
The department faculty members also share their ideas, research work with the students.
Such projects are treated as In-House projects. Good number of students opt(choose) for such kind
of projects. The experience of working on research based projects help students while applying for
Masters courses.
The students are encouraged to define problem statement on their own (by looking at the
problems faced by people, communities etc.) and answer preliminary questions like need of the
project, utility of project, possible use of technologies and platforms, feasibility etc.

70% of the projects are Industry sponsored.
Best projects details

